
OOM Meeting Notes - 2018-08-29
Agenda

OOM Casablanca - M3 API Freeze Milestone Checklist passed review on Thursday August 23rd
OOM Postgres Clustered Deployment Discussion

Is DCAE currently using (or interested in using) OOM's common Postgres Helm Chart?
Dublin Planning

some requirements gathered to date - thank you Nicolas!
encouraging community to add requirements to   before next weekOOM Requirements Gathering for Release Planning
Dublin scoping will start next week in parallel with Casablanca development

Discuss   -   OOM-1231 Enable (Anti)Affinity Rules CLOSED

Demo: show current state of database backups in OOM ( )https://jira.onap.org/browse/OOM-1232
Demo: how to use LF hosted Helm repository: https://nexus.onap.org/content/sites/oom-helm-staging
Review work in progress for current sprint: Casablanca-2 (8/22-09/5)

Code Freeze September 20
3 weeks of development time remaining!!
please pick up any stories (and highest priority defects) that are marked for Casablanca and are not currently assigned
please help to clear out overdue reviews: https://gerrit.onap.org/r/#/q/project:oom+and+status:open+and+age:%253E36h+-status:draft

Notes
DCAE uses Postgres our of common directory (CrunchyData) Are we using common Redis chart?
Dublin Planning -   has added some items to the   page.    will be adding Jun Hu OOM Requirements Gathering for Release Planning Mike Elliott
more items and Dublin planning will begin next week (one week delay).
Discussion regarding Affinity/anti-affinity, resource limits, node selector and labels user stories.  All touch the same area of templates - need to 
ensure all work together.  Demo next week.
Vaibhav Chopra requested code review for Resource limits ( )https://gerrit.onap.org/r/#/c/60199/

Demo of backup (  )  -   OOM-1232 Provide a Backup and Restore Solution CLOSED

Risk of in-flight data being out of sync? Only tested when no data transmission occurring so far.
Story updates

  awaiting merges/reviews -   OOM-1123 Update all source code files with the Apache 2 License header - Casablanca CLOSED

  changes now in draft - currently testing,  Will require additional  -   OOM-1228 GlusterFS configuration for ONAP CLOSED

resource support for testing. Having the ability to configure storage class is the key feature work that needs to get done in Casablanca.

  Pramod will approve code in draft mode for review and will  -   OOM-1176 Create Charts for common MariaDB-Galera CLOSED

get help from APPC team.  Need to time box the effort to fit into timeline.

  Prateek is sending emails to PTL's and will update shortly regarding  -   OOM-1164 Create common mariadb CLOSED

responses.  Need to establish who is taking MariaDB and who is taking Galera in Casablanca

  Demo next week -   OOM-1229 Add nodeSelectors to Helm charts CLOSED

  Demo posted - followup required regarding clustering strategy -   OOM-1178 Create Charts for common Postres Cluster CLOSED

  Demo postponed to next week.  LF repo is now set up -   OOM-1242 Transfer helm chart ownership to remaining teams CLOSED

  Made changes to share logback among subcharts and now back under the  -   OOM-1061 ConfigMap size limit exceeded CLOSED

limit for now.

  will share updates regarding potential  -   OOM-1344 OOM ONAP deployment fails when deploying all components CLOSED

longer term solution next week

    working on this currently and will  -   OOM-1344 OOM ONAP deployment fails when deploying all components CLOSED Aaron Hay

be submitting something soon

  Complete -   OOM-752 LF support for Helm build job and repository CLOSED

  Code complete.  Testing currently.  Demo within next two  -  OOM-84 Using TOSCA based approach run use case demo CLOSED

weeks.

  Near completion. -   OOM-1349 DMaap Data Router Integration CLOSED
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